5 REASONS TO JOIN MAPE

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
We are stronger together. The more of us who are members of MAPE, the better chance we have at making our working conditions better for all of us. Having strong membership numbers also gives us more power in negotiations and the ability to win a fair contract.

BE PART OF A COMMUNITY
Joining MAPE means you gain the ability to stand with your coworkers and fight for better wages, benefits and working conditions. You can make a difference in your workplace!

WORKING CONDITIONS
MAPE helps make your voice at your job stronger. We are professionals but sometimes aren’t treated that way; MAPE helps our voices be heard.

PAY/BENEFITS/CONTRACT
Specific benefits include affordable healthcare, wage increases, secure retirement, paid parental leave, new vacation credit, etc. Opting out would harm our union and weaken our ability to negotiate for pay and benefits. If MAPE loses members and bargaining power, Minnesota may end up like Wisconsin, where conditions for state employees have been getting worse and worse.

YOUR ISSUES
MAPE is your union. If there’s something you want MAPE to be tackling that we aren’t right now, join us, get involved by voting on the contract, or become an officer and help make it happen!

WHY I JOINED
"I joined MAPE so I can have a voice and make a difference in my union."
- Erika Fulgem, Mortician Investigator

"There's power in numbers, so I joined! My union gives me an opportunity to interact with other professionals in my building."
- David Bauer, Hydrologist

WE'RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER.